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strategy to avoid the blank barrier which led beyond the
secretary's office and in this case by a devious route to
Mr. Ford. There were other campaigns to be worked, but the
first was the most simple and successful.
At this time Henry Ford was supporting a magazine called
the Dearborn Independent which dealt with a wealth of
subjects, though principally with the Ford conviction that
international Jewry with its racial scheme of domination was
responsible for the world's greatest malady—war. The motor-
maker had gathered this impression on his peace-ship ad-
venture, and it was his endeavor to awaken both Jew and
Gentile to the menace and to the true quest of universal
peace. It seemed far more likely, therefore, that the path to
Mr. Ford led more easily through the Dearborn Independent
office than through the office of the secretary.
I arrived at Dearborn from Detroit and upon inquiry
learned that for any approach to the tractor factory which
housed the magazine office as well as the Ford Company's
general offices, one must first pass the gate over the Michigan
Central railway tracks. Here I encountered a burly in-
dividual—a crossing watchman with a Jack Dempsey
physique—who it appeared conducted all initial interviews
at or near the Ford plant in Dearborn. An effort to pass the
gate brought a gruff inquiry:
"Whar you goin', young man?"
A glance upward proved that nobody was goin' anywhere
unless the man behind the voice was agreeable. I explained
that the idea was to proceed to the offices of the Dearborn
Independent and there decide who might want to listen.
"Wall/* responded the watchman, "y°u ta^e a run over
there to the store and tell 'em about it; they'll phone and if
it's all right they'll give me the high sign and I'll let you
through/'

